This paper explores the method of reassignment for extracting instantaneous frequency attributes from seismic data. The reassignment method was rst applied to the spectrogram by Kodera, Gendrin and de Villedary 5 and later generalized to any bilinear time-frequency or time-scale representation by Auger and Flandrin 1 . Key to the method is a nonlinear convolution where the value of the convolution is not placed at the center of the convolution kernel but rather reassigned to the center of mass of the function within the kernel. The resulting reassigned representation yields signi cantly improved component localization. In this paper we will study the impact of the reassigned time-frequency representation on our ability to reliably estimate instantaneous frequency for a given seismic signal.
INTRODUCTION
For non-stationary signals found in many important applications, the right tools to apply are time-frequency representations TFRs, which generalize the concept of the musical score to distributions that measure how the frequency content of a signal changes over time. TFRs like the short-time Fourier transform STFT, the wavelet transform, and the Wigner distribution gure prominently in a host of di erent problems, including geophysics; data compression; image coding and analysis; communications; and speech and acoustic signal processing. Seismic attributes aid the quantitative i n terpretation of seismic data by extracting information on the nature of its non-stationarity. Attributes such as the instantaneous frequency, bandwidth, and quality absorption parameter Q appear promising. However, these quantities have been de ned only in terms of idealized narrowband signals frequency modulated tones. Since seismic signals generally contain multiple components | and thus have several instantaneous frequencies" occurring simultaneously | more general seismic attributes must be developed. The time-frequency plane is a rich feature space for developing new seismic attributes see 6, 7 , for example. A TFR of a multicomponent seismic signal consists of sets of ridges, the orientations and widths of which c haracterize the signal. For example, once computed, timefrequency images can be processed using edge detection and other image processing algorithms to automatically determine the ridge parameters. The STFT and continuous wavelet transform have been suggested for the rst, image generation step of the feature extraction procedure. In this paper, we will explore the capabilities of seismic attributes based on a new TFR, the reassignment method 5, 1 .
TIME-FREQUENCY REPRESENTATIONS
In this Section, we brie y review the elements of the theory of TFRs that we will employ in the sequel. TFRs are Ww. Without loss of generality, we will assume that t; f i s c e n tered at 0; 0 in the time-frequency plane.
THE REASSIGNMENT METHOD
Cohen's class TFRs have a simple interpretation as a smoothed Wigner distributions: To compute a TFR at the point t; f in time-frequency using 3, we translate the kernel to t; f, multiply with the Wigner distribution Wx, integrate the product, and then place the result at the point t; f see Figure   1a . For lowpass kernels , smoothing suppresses cross-components and reduces noise sensitivity in the Wigner distribution, but simultaneously smears" the time-frequency representation. The idea behind reassignment is simple and ingenious 5, 1 : Rather than placing the convolution value the integral of the Wx product at the center point t; f of the kernel , w e place the value at the center of mass of the Wx product see Figure 1b . Reassignment smoothes the Wigner distribution, but then refocuses the TFR back to the true regions of support of the signal components. For many real world" signals, a highly concentrated TFR results. Note that a reassigned distribution is highly nonlinear, and no longer merely quadratic as in 3.
An elegant algorithm for computing reassigned TFRs is given in 1 . In particular, the reassigned spectrogram can be computed from three di erent spectrograms using windows wt, twt and d dt wt.
In Figure 2 , we demonstrate the power of reassignment on a multicomponent synthetic signal. Notice the sharp frequency focusing e ect of the reassignment method.
For additional examples, see 5, 1 . An alternative approach to instantaneous frequency applicable to complicated multicomponent signals is to track ridges in time-frequency domain. Using this method multiple strong frequency components can be extracted for each time t giving raise t o a v ector 2 t of instantaneous frequencies for a given time. An algorithm for extracting multicomponent frequency vectors is numerically quite fast given the desired TFR. Alternatively, i f w e view a TFR as an energy density function one can look at statistical-type averages such a s 3 t = R f C t; f df R Ct; f df ; 6 which can also be generalized to a local mean" for multicomponent signals.
INSTANTANEOUS FREQUENCIES

SEISMIC DATA EXAMPLE
In Figure 3 we compare the spectrogram with the reassigned spectrogram and the corresponding multicomponent estimates 2 t for a particular seismic trace.
CONCLUSIONS
The reassignment method shows great promise for analysis of seismic signals with the goal of extracting instantaneous attributes. Further analysis is still required and the computational speed will be a real issue given that one needs to rst compute the equivalent of multiple time-frequency representation before instantaneous attributes can be extracted based on a reassigned TFR. In fact, how to reassign in discrete grid of TF points is nontrivial. Furthermore, while some preliminary results can be found in Chassande-Mottin, Auger and Flandrin 3 additional analysis of noise sensitivity is required. 
